Introduction
High-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) were among the very first X-ray sources detected and optically identified almost 30 years ago. These systems consist of a compact object, mostly a magnetized neutron star (NS) (X-ray pulsar) or a black hole, orbiting a massive star. The X-ray emission in these sources is due to accretion of matter from the early-type mass-losing star by the compact companion.
Send offprint requests to: Q.Z. Liu; e-mail: qzliu@astro.uva. nl The catalogue and references are also available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+AS/147 /25 Conventionally HMXBs can be further divided into two subgroups (van Paradijs 1983): those in which the primary is a Be star (Be/X-ray binary) and those in which the primary is a supergiant (SG/X-ray binary).
The majority of the known high-mass X-ray binaries are Be/X-ray systems. Most Be/X-ray binaries have relatively wide orbits with moderate eccentricity and their compact companions spend most of their time far away from the disc surrounding the Be stars (van den Heuvel & Rappaport 1987; Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991; Apparao 1994 ). X-ray outbursts will be expected during the time of the neutron star's periastron passage, from a low-velocity and high-density wind around Be stars, and thus collectively termed Be/X-ray transients. Their X-ray spectra are usually hard. The hard X-ray spectrum along with the transience is an important characteristic of the Be/X-ray binaries.
In the second group of HMXB systems the compact star orbits a supergiant early-type star, deep inside the highly supersonic wind. The X-ray luminosity is either powered by pure stellar wind accretion or, in the case of the brighter systems, by Roche-lobe overflow via an accretion disk.
In 1983 the number of known HMXBs was about 30 (van Paradijs 1983) . By the time of the previous catalogue the number of X-ray sources associated with massive stars had increased to 69 (van Paradijs 1995) . The systematic study of ROSAT X-ray sources in the SMC and the LMC (Kahabka & Pietsch 1996; Haberl et al. 1999 Haberl et al. , 2000 and systematic programme of optical identifications (Schmidtke et al. 1994; Cowley et al. 1997 ; Motch et al. 1998; Stevens et al. 1999; Coe & Orosz 2000) increased the number considerably.
In this paper we present a new catalogue, which increases the number of known HMXBs to 130, including 61 newly discovered HMXBs as well as the 69 "old" ones listed in van Paradijs' catalogue. Table 1 lists the 130 HMXBs. The format of the table is similar to that of the previous one (van Paradijs 1995) and the well-known work of Bradt & McClintock (1983) , of which the present catalogue is meant to be an update. In the table the sources are ordered according to right ascension; part of the (mainly numerical) information on a source is arranged in seven columns, below which for each source additional information is provided in the form of key words with reference numbers [in square brackets]. The columns have been arranged as follows.
Description of the table
In Col. 1 the first line contains the source name, with rough information on its sky location according to the convention hhmm ± ddd. Here hh and mm indicate the hours and minutes of right ascension, ddd the declination in units of 0.1 degree (in a small number of cases, the coordinates shown in the name are given with more, or fewer, digits). However, for a ROSAT source the name is always given in the form of hhmm.m ± ddmm. The prefix J indicates a name based on J2000 coordinates. Otherwise, 1950 coordinates were used in the name. Alternative source names are given in the second line. The third line of Col. 1 lists survey catalogues and experiments in which the source was listed and detected, respectively. The following abbreviations have been used. In the first line of Col. 2, the source types are indicated with a letter code, as follows:
• P: X-ray pulsar; • T: transient X-ray source;
• U: ultra-soft X-ray spectrum. These sources include black-hole candidates; some "extreme ultra-soft" (EUS) source may be white dwarf (WD) on whose surface steady nuclear burning takes place.
In the third line of Col. 2, we provide some information on the type of observation from which the source position has been derived. The following abbreviations have been used: o, optical; x, X-ray; r, radio; IR, infrared. A reference on the source position is given below the columnar information under "pos.". In addition, we give an indication of the accuracy of this position, in the form of equivalent (90 percent confidence level) error radii, but in several cases this can only be considered an approximation (e.g. when the error box is not circular). When no accuracy is quoted, it is about one arcsecond or better.
Column 3 contains in the first two lines the right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) of the source for epoch 1950 for usual name, and for epoch 2000 for the sources with the names of J2000 coordinates. RA is given as hhmmss.s to an accurcy of 0.1 s, DEC is given in • , to an accuracy of 1 . The third line gives the galactic longitude and latitude to an accuracy of 0.1 • (except for sources close to the galactic center, where these coordinates are given to 0.01 • ).
The first and second lines of Col. 4 give names of an optical counterpart. The third line contains a reference to a finding chart. An asterisk followed by a number or letter refers to star numbers used in the finding chart; "star" refers a star in the finding chart that has not been assigned a number or letter. Many optical counterparts have been indicated with a variable-star name, as given in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars and in recent name lists of variable stars as published regularly in the IAU Information Bulletin on Variable Stars, or a number in a well-known catalogue (e.g., HD, SAO). For X-ray sources in globular clusters, the cluster name is here given, in addition to the name of a stellar optical counterpart.
The fifth column contains some photometric information on the optical counterpart. In the first line, the apparent visual magnitude, V , and the color indices B − V , and U − B, are listed. The second line contains the spectral type of the optical counterpart and an estimate of the interstellar reddening, E B−V .
In Col. 6, the average X-ray flux, or the range of observed X-ray fluxes (2 − 10 keV, unless otherwise indicated), is given, in units of 1 µJy = 10 −29 erg cm −2 s −1 Hz −1 = 2.4 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 keV −1 . The first line in Col. 7 gives the orbital period in days. The second line contains for X-ray pulsars the pulse period, in seconds.
Remarks on some individual objects
We wish to emphasize here that some sources listed in this catalogue are still uncertain. They need to be regarded with caution in view of many further work necessary to be done. Some sources are tentatively classfied as massive X-ray binaries due to their X-ray transience and hard X-ray spectra. No counterpart at other bands has been found or no pulse period has been detected, or both. Also, the compact object in some weak or soft X-ray sources may be a white dwarf instead of a neutron star. If this is the case, they should be excluded from this catalogue.
Finally, we would like to make some remarks on several individual sources. We can't make sure whether these sources belong to HMXBs or not. The following three sources are listed in our catalogue, although some doubt has been reported in the literature on the nature of the high-mass X-ray binary.
1WGA J0648.0 − 4419: The weak X-ray source with a pulsation of 13 s was discovered by from ROSAT PSPC data. They believed that the system contained a hydrogen-depleted subdwarf O6 star and most likely a neutron star. But Bisscheroux et al. (1997) suggested the compact companion is a white dwarf star instead of a neutron star, mainly due to the ultrasoft spectrum of the X-ray source and the very close resemblance of the X-ray spectrum and luminosity with that of the soft intermediate polars.
1E1024.0 − 5732: The source was discovered with Einstein Observatory. Caraveo et al. (1989) suggested that a highly reddened O5 star was the most likely optical counterpart, and therefore proposed the system was a HMXB. The source was listed in the previous catalogue. New optical and X-ray data, however, favour that the system contains a Wolf-Rayet star and an O-type star (Mereghetti et al. 1994; Reig 1999 ). The origin of the X-rays from this source is explained by the colliding wind binary model (Reig 1999) .
1E1048.1−5937: Although the source was listed in van Paradijs's catalogue, the system can not be confirmed to be a HMXB or a LMXB. The compact star belongs to the "anomalous" X-ray pulsars, which are thought now to be related to the magnetars. Mereghetti et al. (1998) argued that if it has a companion this star must be either a white dwarf or a helium burning star instead of a main-sequence companion.
The following two sources are not listed in our catalogue, although some authors argued that the sources are Be/X-ray binaries.
GRS 1915+105: The source was listed in van Paradijs' catalogue of low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs). Its compact is well accepted as a black hole candidate. Mirabel et al. (1997) argued the system was a Be/X-ray binary according to its K-band infrared spectra. On the other hand, most characteristics are consistent with a LMXB. Therefore, we prefer to consider the source to be a LMXB as before.
1WGA J1958.2 + 3232: Israel et al. (1998) discovered ∼ 12 min X-ray pulsations in this source. Further spectral observations of the optical counterpart made Israel et al. (1999b) conclude that the X-ray source is a likely new accreting neutron star in a Be/X binary system. Negueruela et al. (2000) , however, found the optical spectrum is dominated by emission lines from an accretion disk and argued that the observed X-ray and the optical characteristics are consistent with the object being an intermediate polar.
PSR B1259 − 63/SS 2883 is also not listed in our catalogue. The source was discovered by Johnston et al. (1992a) to be a radio pulsar in a highly eccentric orbit around the massive star SS 2883 (Johnston et al. 1992b) , with an eccentricity of 0.869. The pulsar rotation period is 47.76 ms and the orbital period is 1236.79 days. X-ray observations with ROSAT, ASCA and CGRO (Cominsky et al. 1994; Greiner et al. 1995; Kaspi et al. 1995; Grove et al. 1995; Tavani et al. 1996 ) showed X-ray luminosity of 10 33 − 10 34 , assuming a distance of 2 kpc. No X-ray pulsation was detected. Optical observations of SS 2883 exhibited strong H-Balmer emissions and the star is of spectral type of about B2e, indicating its mass to be 10 M and its radius 6 R (Johnston et al. 1994). The system is the only known binary where a radio pulsar is observed to interact with gaseous material from a Be star. It may be the evolutionary missing link connecting the radio pulsars to the X-ray emitting Be binaries (for recent simple review, see Tavani & Arons 1997) .
Note added in proof: While the paper was under referee, Haberl F. and Sasaki M. (2000, A&A 359, 573) reported that there are more than 20 new Be/X-ray binary candidates in the SMC, which are not listed in our catalogue. P os.: [255] ; in SMC: [354] ; very strong emission lines: [657] ; another early-type star within error circle: [657] . J0049 − 732 P 00 49 P os.: [255] ; in SMC: [327] ; likely a Be: [255] . P os.: [132] ; in SMC: [461] ; X-ray pulsation: [132, 334, 424] ; strong emission lines: [657] ; opt. spectrum: [657] . P os.: [354] ; in SMC: [354] ; X-ray activity: [354] ; neither AV111 nor star 1 is the opt. counterpart: [657] . P os.: [255] ; in SMC: [399] ; highly variable X-rays: [353] ; strong Hα emis. line: [332] ; P orb likely between 600 − 700 d: [702] . 310, 489] ; system velocity: [721] ; comparison with X Per: [489, 764] ; radio/mm obs.: [179, 747] ; polarimetry: [101] ; optical interferometry Hα envelope: [503, 687] ; non-radial pulsations: [787] ; wind structure: [746] ; long-term periodic variability in UV absorption: [681] ; a WD sys.: [249] ; multiwavelength obs.: [292, 645a] ; ISO IR spe. and envelope structure: [291] . P os.: [132] ; in SMC: [132] ; X-ray pulsations: [132, 425] ; possibly a Be star [425] ; spectral type: see [513] . P os.: [354] ; in SMC: [354] ; very strong Hα emission line: [657] . P os.: [255] ; in SMC: [789] ; containing six sources: [203] ; likely a Be/X-ray binary: [203] ; multiwavelenth obs.: [203] . P os.: [113] ; in SMC: [86] ; optical outbursts: [113] ; very strong emission lines: [332] . 0114+650 P 01 14 P os.: [63] ; X-rays: [326, 619, 785] ; the longest pulsation period: [133] ; opt. spectra: [3, 148, 446, 421] ; vr sin i ∼ 45 km s −1 : [3] ; opt. polarimetry: [44] ; review multi-wavelength behaviour: [231] ; a magnetar: [416] ; astrophys. parameters: [578] ; opt. photometry: [680] . P os.: [95] ; highly variable X-ray source: [629] ; pulse timing & X-ray orbit: [566] ; aperiodic X-ray variability: [11] ; long-term X-ray obs.: [54, 247] ; X-ray sp. [762, 765] ; opt. lt crv. & system parameters: [375, 417, 689, 725] ; opt. spectrum & orbit: [312, 584] ; vr sin i ∼ 200 km s −1 : [312] ; UV obs.: [56, 262, 714] ; magnetic field strength: [415] ; orbital decay: [412] . P os.: [255] ; in SMC: [98] ; X-ray outburst: [98] ; IR excess and strong Hα emission: [90, 112] ; projected rotational velosity 145 km s −1 : [649] ; mass of the Be star 18 M : [649] ; opt. phot. & spectroscopy: [649] ; soft X-ray spectrum: [98] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [439] ; black hole candidate: [98] . P os.: [267] ; in open cluster NGC 663: [438] ; vr sin i ∼ 250 km s −1 : [640] ; X-ray obs.: [480] ; new X-ray outburst: [254] ; physical parameters and V /R veriability: [579] . P os.: [242] ; X-ray source: [48] ; radio outbursts: [677, 678] ; four-year modulation radio outbursts: [185, 243, 534] ; VLBI radio jet: [467, 679] ; optical light curve: [472, 532, 533] ; opt. spectra: [5, 308] ; orbital solution: [308, 463] ; vr sin i ∼ 200 km s −1 : [144] ; system velocity: [721] ; long-term optical obs.: [242, 423] ; IR obs.: [157, 303] ; distance: [216, 653] ; UV obs.: [294, 307, 308, 445] ; wind structure: [746] ; related to γ source CG 135+1(?): [240, 276] ; simultaneous X-ray/radio obs.: [268] ; black hole candidate: [567] ; long-term radio obs.: [572] ; multiwavelength obs.: [652] ; orbital period detected in photometry, X-ray and Hα emission line: [ P os.: [381] ; X-ray outbursts: [655, 683, 771] ; X-ray obs.: [444] ; rapid X-ray variability: [38] ; X-ray cyclotron line: [443] ; X-ray pulse phase sp.: [705] ; optical id.: [42, 381] ; optical spectrum: [661] ; vr sin i ∼ 150 km s −1 : [128] ; system velocity: [721] ; Hα emission: [338] ; IR obs.: [106] ; wind structure: [746] ; tilt between orbital and equatorial planes: [514] P os.: [63] ; X-rays: [591, 754] ; X-ray sp.: [765] ; optical id.: [71] ; long-term optical record: [298, 422, 494] ; reported 580 day period unlikely to be orbital: [306, 311, 548] ; disappearance emission lines: [520] ; system velocity: [721] ; vr sin i ∼ 250 − 400 km s −1 : [306, 489, 761] ; UV obs.: [43, 261] ; stellar parameters: [190] ; comparison with γ Cas: [489, 764] ; opt. polarimetry: [396] ; envelope structure: [682] ; photometry and polarimetry obs. during disc loss: [595] ; fundamental parameters: [434] ; multiwavelength study: [594] ; orbital period of 250. P os.: [523] ; X-ray outbursts: [643] ; multi-wavelength obs.: [40] ; optical outbursts: [593] ; radio obs.: [287] ; radio position: [285] ; likely a black hole candidate: [40] ; B[e]: [40] ; an unusual symbiotic-type X-ray binary (?): [220] ; distance ≥ 2 kpc: [40] ; P os.: [500] ; distance 3.2 kpc: [500] ; optical spe.: [500] . P os.: [612] ; in LMC: [618] ; highly variable X-ray emission: [618] ; IUE ultraviolet obs.: [620] . P os.: [250] ; in LMC: [618] ; IUE ultraviolet obs.: [620] ; not detected with Einstein: [618] . P os.: [530] ; in LMC: [265] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [265] ; X-ray outburst: [75] ; not detected with Einstein: [265] ; optical cpt. probably Be star: [265] ; orbital period between 4 and 40 days, mostly 25.4 days: [165] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray orbital parameters: [365, 411, 553] ; X-ray eclipses: [413, 756] ; 30 day period X-ray: [400] ; X-ray spectrum: [665, 765] ; rapid X-ray variability: [38] ; X-ray flare: [553] ; opt. light curve: [92, 271, 326] ; opt. spectrum & radial velocity curve: [314] ; vr sin i ∼ 170 km s −1 : [314] ; opt. 30 day period: [271, 326] ; precessing-disk model: [271] ; UV obs.: [56, 714] ; UV/X-ray obs.: [738] ; orbital decay: [ P os.: [250] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [250] ; Be star in LMC: [250] . P os.: [250] ; in LMC: [250] ; IR photometry: [575] ; Be/X-ray system: [250] . P os.: [350] ; in LMC: [348, 528] ; X-ray outbursts: [348, 757] ; X-ray pulsations: [637] ; optical outbursts: [89, 126, 167, 636, 729] ; long-term off states: [430, 528] ; quiescent opt. phot. & spectroscopy: [126, 320, 641, 642, 709, 729] ; very strong emission lines during outbursts: [89] ; IR obs.: [8] ; opt. polarimetry: [102] ; UV obs.: [89, 295, 573] ; wind structure: [746] ; X-ray obs. during quiescence: [484] ; accretion to magnetosph.: [130] . P os.: [38] ; X-ray obs.: [349] ; long-term X-ray obs.: [545] ; rapid X-ray variability: [38] ; X-ray spectrum: [665, 693, 759, 766] ; 199 d X-ray period: [138, 665] ; opt. lt crv.: [50, 730] ; mass function: [136, 395, 525] ; vrsini ∼ 130 km s −1 : [136] ; UV obs.: [139, 694, 695] ; X-ray/UV/opt. obs.: [695] ; near IR sp.: [137] . P os.: [63] ; ultra-soft X-ray spe.: [759] ; X-ray spe. & QPO: [184] ; rapid X-ray variability: [38] ; X-ray obs.: [349, 665] ; mass function: [322] ; vrsini ∼ 150 km s −1 : [318] ; UV obs.: [47, 322] P os.: [250] ; in LMC: [151] ; very hard X-ray spectrum: [151] ; pronounced Hα activity from a likely Be-type star: [151] . P os.: [768] ; distance 650 pc: [329] ; very soft X-ray spe.: [329] ; ultraviolet spe.: [73] ; likely a NS: [329] ; compact being a WD(?): [49] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray sp.: [510, 891, 614, 765] ; cyclotron line: [371] ; pulse timing & X-ray orbit: [61, 62, 161, 162, 571, 696, 711] ; X-ray eclipses: [213, 703] ; limits on apsidal motion: [160] ; rapid X-ray variability: [38] ; orbital variation X-ray absorption: [251] ; energy dependence pulse profile: [570] ; opt. light curve: [374, 689] ; long-term cycles (?): [559, 689] ; opt. radial-velocity curve: [720, 726] ; system velocity: [721] ; vr sin i ∼ 90 − 130 km s −1 : [482, 689, 772] ; UV obs.: [183, 357, 470, 546, 606] ; high-resolution IUE obs.: [659] ; opt. polarimetry: [173] ; IR obs.: [232] ; bow shock around the sys. [361] ; polarization: [779] . P os.: [81] ; no optical pulsations: [169] ; emission line star: [739] ; a Wolf-Rayet star+ O star sys. rather than a HMXB: [576] . P os.: [698] ; probably the same source as RX J1037.5 − 5674: [500] ; Be star: [739] ; X-ray flare 1974 Nov.: [743] ; periodic (2.924d) optical brightness variations reflect rotation of Be star: [27, 28] ; IR spe.: [474] . P os.: [477] ; discovery: [632] ; Be/X or LMXB (?): [124] ; opt. phm. and sp. of possible counterparts: [477] ; excluding Mainsequence companion: [479] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray transient: [187, 336, 433] ; opt. phot. & spe.: [339] ; sys. velocity: [721] ; vr sin i ∼ 300 km s −1 : [339] ; X-ray/opt. obs.: [497] ; opt. spe. after X-ray outburst: [556]; multiwavelength study: [109] ; UV obs.: [105] ; radio obs.: [297] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray pulsations: [224, 696]; X-ray orbit: [366] ; period decay: [188, 366] ; X-ray spectrum: [25, 76, 432, 765] ; long-term X-ray history: [246, 328, 558, 562, 624] ; X-ray eclipses: [622] ; X-ray obs.: [296, 504, 512] ; aperiodic X-ray variability: [38] ; QPO: [668] ; opt. light curve: [373, 689, 727] ; opt. radial-velocity curve: [315, 502, 524] ; mass of the NS: [22] ; vr sin i ∼ 250 km s −1 : [315] ; system velocity: [721] ; IR obs.: [232] ; structure companion star: [97] ; distance: [302] ; outburst of GeV γ-ray emission: [733] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray spectrum: [765] ; X-ray obs.: [475] ; long-term X-ray history: [562, 748] ; opt. spectrum: [340, 762] ; vr sin i ∼ 270 km s −1 : [261, 340] ; system velocity: [721] ; coordinated X-ray/opt. obs.: [121] ; UV obs.: [46, 163, 261, 546] ; wind structure: [746] ; multiwavelength obs.: [656] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray spectrum: [765] ; long-term X-ray record (recurrent outbursts near periastron): [560, 601, 749] ; X-ray obs.: [248, 405, 588, 589, 760] ; pulse-phase spectr.: [403] ; pulse profile: [485] ; X-ray orbit: [613] ; X-ray dips: [404] ; aperiodic X-ray variability: [38, 675] ; rapid spin-up episodes: [383] ; optical spectrum: [58, 260, 317, 539, 688] ; optical photometry: [526, 723] ; system velocity: [721] ; IR obs.: [232] ; a hypergiant (?): [360] . P os.: [698] ; Be star: [739] ; UV obs.: [103] ; interstellar abs. lines: [149] ; optical obs.: [156, 196, 212] ; variable radial velocity: [77, 685] P os.: [13] ; distance > 3.4 kpc: [13] ; hard X-ray spe.: [13] ; likely a Be/X-ray system: [13] . P os.: [522] ; distance: [522] ; probably a Be star: [522] ; X-ray spe.: [522] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray obs.: [114, 150, 442, 592] ; X-ray eclipses: [35, 159] ; X-ray orbit: [442] ; X-ray spectrum: [442, 765] ; X-ray cyclotron line: [94] ; long-term spin-up trend: [604] ; opt. light curve: [529] ; radial-velocity curve: [147, 583] P os.: [21] ; error box 2: [21, 476, 540] ; V861 Sco not the optical counterpart: [21] ; X-ray obs.: [358] ; X-ray spectrum: [765] ; hard X-ray obs.: [476] ; orbital solution: [84] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray variability: [38, 175, 252] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [211, 552] ; no X-ray pulsations: [175, 236] ; opt. light curve: [26, 91, 728] ; opt. spectrum: [117, 155, 192, 274] ; radial-velocity curve: [175, 258] ; vr sin i ∼ 140 − 300 km s −1 : [117, 155, 305, 778] ; system velocity: [721] ; UV obs.: [182, 259, 263, 359] ; soft X-ray Raman scattering: [359] ; opt. polarimetry: [172, 173] ; IR obs.: [232, 547] ; system parameters: [270] ; polarization: [779] ; possibly 13.81 days period: [384] . P os.: [744] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [676] ; limits on orbital period: [672] . P os.: [645] ; radio obs.: [283] ; probably a Be/X-ray sys.: [645] ; X-ray spec. and short X-ray outburst: [645] . J1739.5 − 2942 17 39 P os.: [690] ; weak X-ray source: [690] ; hard X-ray spe.: [690] ; likely a NS: [690] ; within error of a nearby WD: [690] . P os.: [176] ; no optical counterpart reported: [627] ; likely Be system: [627] ; large spin-up: [627] . [574] ; X-ray obs.: [88, 278] ; X-ray pulsations: [392] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [122, 574] ; long-term X-ray record: [563] ; transient: [122] . P os.: [388] ; X-ray obs.: [388, 389] . P os.: [111] ; discovery X-ray source: [786] ; optical spectrum: [111] ; distance 3.6 kpc: [111] . P os.: [460] ; most likely a SG/X-ray system: [134] ; BD−2 4786 not the opt. cpt.: [134] ; X-ray spe.: [134] . P os.: [462] ; QPO: [544] ; probably a Be/X-ray sys.: [670] ; very hard X-ray spec.: [462, 544] .
1901+03 T 19 01.7 < 2 − 87 +03 06.0 x 10 37.2, −1.4 [115] P os.: [215] ; transient 1971: [115, 214] ; hard X-ray spectrum: [115] . P os.: [667] ; distance: [457] ; likely a supergiant: [457] ; not associated with the soft gamma-ray repeater SGR 1900+14: [671] ; X-ray spec.: [457] . P os.: [625] ; long-term X-ray recod: [563] ; 1980 outburst: [459] ; orbital parameters: [120, 441] ; orbital modulation X-ray flux: [459] ; opt. spectrum: [337, 718] ; vr sin i ∼ 85 km s −1 : [718] . P os.: [63] ; X-ray obs.: [30, 38, 68, 69, 245, 363] ; Doppler shift X-ray Fe line: [468, 751] ; extended X-ray lobes: [631, 750] ; γ-ray obs.: [223, 398] ; Doppler shifted opt. emission lines: [448, 451] ; stationary emission lines from accretion disk: [204] ; kinematic model precessing (164 d) high-speed jets: [6] ; opt. spe.: [24, 191, 194, 386, 452] ; opt. spectrophot.: [9, 385, 740] ; opt. lt. curve: [14, 15, 23, 275, 406, 408, 409] ; long-term optical phot. record: [275, 369, 469] ; X-ray/opt. eclipse: [658] ; IR obs.: [382, 742] ; precession clock: [10] ; radio structure: [31, 197, 198, 596, 651, 732] ; radio variability: [57, 202] ; distance 5.5 kpc: [284] ; nature of the compact star: [171] ; reviews: [447, 731, 793] ; circularly polarized radio emissiom: [200] ; VLBA multifreq. obs.: [531] . P os.: [238] ; Hα emission: [234] ; likely, but not certain this is a HMXB: [234, 238] ; see also [638] . P os.: [85] ; eccentricity < 0.25: [85] ; mass function: [85] ; probably a Be: [85] . P os.: [63] ; hard X-and γ-ray obs.: [226, 419, 608, 626, 700, 701] ; long-term X-ray obs.: [289, 565] ; X-ray low/high states: [418, 674] ; X-ray dips: [29, 378, 581] ; rapid X-ray variability: [37, 38, 427, 471, 486, 487, 488, 602] P os.: [496] ; outburst: [541] ; rapid X-ray variability: [38] ; 0.2 Hz QPO: [12] ; opt. spe.: [107, 342] ; long-term opt./IR variability: [580] . P os.: [63] ; distance: [168] ; orb. period change: [380, 712] ; long-term X-ray obs.: [289, 564] ; no X-ray pulsations: [380, 782] ; orbital X-ray curve: [55, 377] ; aperiodic variability: [38] ; X-ray halo: [490] ; transient QPO: [713] ; radio outbursts: [241, 282, 346, 492] ; quiescent radio flares (period 4.95 h?): [491] ; radio jet & lobes: [55, 222, 664] ; IR phot.: [36, 464, 466] ; IR spectra (secondary helium star): [362, 719] ; no X-ray pulsations: [782] ; X-ray spectrum: [377, 758] ; 1989 review (incl. TeV/PeV γ-rays: [53] ; spe. variability during outburst and quiescence: [199] ; VLBI obs. during outburst: [615] .
J1948+32
J2030.5+4751 20 30 P os.: [775] ; orbital period 54 days: [129] ; giant outburst in 1995: [775] ; most likely a Be/X-ray sys.: [775] ; one of two stars likely opt. ctp.: [83] . P os.: [391] ; likely Be/X-ray system: [391] ; X-ray obs.: [391] ; X-ray cyclotron line: [481] ; same as Cep X−4(?): [454, 704] ; X-ray outburst: [776] ; orbital period 23 − 147.3 days: [776] . 
